Abstract: With the increasing applications based on location, the researches on spatiotemporal data, especially queries of spatiotemporal data have attracted a lot of attention. XML, as a standard language of information exchanging over the Web, should have the ability to query spatiotemporal data. In this paper, we propose an algorithm, TwigSPFast, for matching a spatiotemporal XML query twig pattern. We represent spatiotemporal data by adding spatial and temporal attributes in common data and extend Dewey code to mark spatiotemporal data for special process and determine structure relationship of spatiotemporal nodes. Our technique uses streams to store leaf nodes in XML corresponding to leaf query node and filters the streams to delete unmatched nodes, after filtering, we build output list for every matched leaf node that matches the query path from leaf node to root. It can be proved that TwigSPFast is optimal in time complexity and space complexity.
Introduction
With the prompt development of positioning system, a considerable amount of spatiotemporal applications [1] - [3] merged, e.g. environment management, land management, and geographic information system. Spatiotemporal data is characterized by both spatial [4] , [5] and temporal [6] , [7] semantics. Development and research in this area started decades ago, when management and manipulation of data, relating to both spatial and temporal changes, was recognized as an indispensable assignment. In the development of spatiotemporal data, several spatiotemporal data models have been proposed [8] - [10] , e.g. the snapshot model, the space-time composite data model, object-relationship model, and spatiotemporal object-oriented data model. With the development of spatiotemporal data, people begin to study the management of spatiotemporal XML data whose query operation is a key part including query, index, retrieval and topological relations [10] - [13] .
Currently, a large number of theories have been proposed for XML queries [14] - [18] , such as global matching theory, two element structure connection theory, and approximate query processing theory. Also some researchers concentrate on querying temporal data in XML [19] , [20] , but the research about spatiotemporal querying is little [21] . The process of querying is based on a good data model that can present spatial and temporal attributes of spatiotemporal data. Bai et al. [11] proposed a data model which use a 5-tuple to represent spatiotemporal data. It added information of position, motion, and time in the traditional XML data to describe the spatiotemporal attributes. An important work for querying is to determine the structure of nodes in XML. To solve this problem, lots of code scheme have been proposed [14] , [22] , [23] . The algorithms proposed in [14] , [22] need to read and filter lots of data and push data down to stack continually what waste lots of time and space. Extended Dewey code [15] is a kind of prefix code that not only can determine structure relationship of nodes in XML but also can get ancestor nodes according the Dewey code of node. The work of querying spatiotemporal data in XML is very arduous and it leave lots of interspace for us to research.
In this paper, we use a 3-tuple (ATTR, PS, TM) to represent spatiotemporal data without changing tree structure of XML document. We use minimum bounding rectangle to depict the position attribute, which can represent point, line, region in space well. The time attribute is represented by a time period consist of two points. We also extended Dewey coding by adding an integer at the start of code to mark spatiotemporal node for special process. In the process of querying, we associate every leaf query node with a stream to store matched leaf nodes in XML and filter the leaf nodes in stream to delete nodes unmatched, after that, we sort the leaf query nodes to determine the sequence of processing. In the phase of getting desired results, we call the algorithm buildList to build output list from leaf node to root that matches query path.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses preliminaries and related work. Section 3 focuses on spatiotemporal XML twig pattern matching algorithm called TwigSPFast and then presents the analysis of the correctness and complexity of time and space. Section 4 concludes this paper.
Preliminaries

Twig Pattern Matching
Definition 1 (twig query matching) Given a twig query Q = ( , ) and a XML database D = ( , ), the process of matching Q in D is a mapping from query node Q to element node D, the mapping h: {u: uϵQ} → {x: x∈D} must satisfy the following condition:
(i) Query node predicates are satisfied by the corresponding database nodes, and they have the same tag name.
(ii) The structure relationships between query nodes are satisfied by the corresponding database nodes.
Semantic Foundations of Spatiotemporal Data
Spatiotemporal data have a set of characteristics that make them distinctly different from the more familiar lists and tables of alphanumeric data used in traditional business applications, the data model is restricted to tree structure in XML document especially. In [11] , Bai et al. measures fuzzy spatiotemporal XML data by five dimensions: OID, ATTR, FP, FT and FM. In the case of spatiotemporal data, we measure it by three dimensions according to characteristics of spatiotemporal data on the basis of those five dimensions. The dimensions of spatiotemporal data are shown as follows:
ATTR: It is used to describe static properties of spatiotemporal data (e.g., land owner's name, area, population, etc.). There may be one or more attributes in a spatiotemporal data which dimension heavily depends on the application domain.
PT: It describes the spatial attributes of spatiotemporal data, which contains point, line and region. TM: It describes the temporal attribute of spatiotemporal data, which contains time point and time interval.
proposed in [4] .
There is a label t in XML, CT(t) = { 0 , 1 ,  , −1 } is used to express all child nodes of t got from DTD structure information of XML document. For every element tagged , it can be given a integer satisfied mod n = i. Extended Dewey code can be computed by depth first traversal and code of every XML node is expressed by integer vector. We use label (u) to express the code of node u, if label (u) = label (s).x, then s is the parent node of u, the value of x can be computed as follows:
If u is a text node, then x = -1 Else, suppose u is the kth(k = 0, 1, 2,…, n-1) tag of node , then (2.1) if u is the leftmost child, then x = k; (2.2) else, suppose the code of u's left child node is label(s).y, if (y mod n) < k, then
n is number of 's child nodes. 
Holistic Twig Query on Spatiotemporal Data
The process of querying is based on a good data model, to depict spatiotemporal attributes well, we simplify the data model proposed in [1] to represent spatiotemporal data with minimum bounding rectangle by adding spatial and temporal attributes in general data.
Process Spatiotemporal Node in XML Tree
The spatial and temporal attribute of spatiotemporal data makes it distinctly different from common data, the same process of common node is not available when it comes to spatiotemporal node. As for spatiotemporal node, we need to mark and process it specially. The extended Dewey introduced in section 2 is not available for spatiotemporal data, we need to do some improvement: we add an integer that value 0 or 1 at the start of the code sequence, 0 represents that the node is a common node and 1 represents the node is a spatiotemporal node. For spatiotemporal node e in XML tree and node q in query tree, it can be determined whether e satisfy the condition of q by comparing the minimum bounding rectangle, the matching node must satisfy the condition that is showed as follows:
The XML tree that is improved based on Fig. 1 is showed as Fig. 2 . The first integer of node owner (0.0) is 0, it depicts the node owner is a common node. conversely, the first integer of node SP (1.2.1) is 1, it depicts the node SP is a spatiotemporal node. 
Notations
Let Q denote twig query pattern, denotes the path pattern from root of Q to node f (f∈Q). In algorithm TwigSPFast, we use the following twig node operations on query node q: leafNodes(q) that returns set of leaf query nodes in sub twig query pattern rooted q, isSP(q) that determines whether node q is a spatiotemporal node, parent(q) that returns parent query nodes of q and isLeafNode(q) that determines whether node q is a leaf node. Algorithm TwigSPFast associates every leaf query node f in twig query pattern with a stream named and associates every query node s with a list named , elements in are expressed with a 2-tuple (element e, an array of pointers). The operations on is: eof( ) that determines whether the pointer of stream is end, advance( ) that moves the pointer of stream to the next node, delete( ) that removes the current element the pointer points and getElement( ) that returns the current element the pointer of points. The operations on is: addtoList( , element a, pointers)
that adds 2-tuple(element a, pointers) to the list and addPointer( , tuple_p, pointer to tuple_f) that adds a pointer of tuple_f to a pointer array of 2-tuple tuple_p in .
Algorithm TwigSPFast, which computes answers to a query path pattern on spatiotemporal data, is presented as follow. It's a holistic twig query on spatiotemporal data without changing the tree structure of XML. Algorithm TwigSPFast is a single phase algorithm, it calls the algorithm locateMatchedLabel to filter the stream of leaf node f (line 1-2). Also the algorithm locateMatchedLabel delete the spatiotemporal node that doesn't match the query condition and filter the element that doesn't match path pattern . The algorithm call DBL(TopBranchingNode) to get array of sorted leaf node of TopBranchingNode(line 3). Line 6 get the processed leaf query node f and establish output list for element in at line 7-9.
DBL sort is very important, it determines the process order of leaf query node. DBL(n) returns all branch nodes b and leaf nodes f of sub twig query tree rooted n, b and f must satisfy: there is no other branch nodes in the path from root n to b and there is no other branch nodes in the path from root n to f. There are a twig query Q and a XML database D, suppose query node n ∈ Q, we associate each node n with a variable nodeCount to count the amount of XML nodes matching n. If n is a leaf node, nodeCount is the amount of element in , else, nodeCount values the minimum nodeCount of all query nodes in DBL(n). The detail of DBL sort is showed as follow:
Algorithm DBLSort(n) /* At the beginning, the value nodeCount(n) for each query node n is zero * In the algorithm TwigSPFast, line 8 calls buildList algorithm to establish list of each query node. Algorithm buildList is the core part of the whole algorithm, lines 1-10 establish the list of leaf query node, line 11 establishes list of internal query node by calling algorithm buildInternalList. Above all, we can know that the algorithm TwigSPFast is optimal in space complexity.
Analysis of Query Algorithm
Analysis of correctness
Analysis of time complexity
Analysis of space complexity
Conclusions
In this paper we developed a 3-tuple(ATTR, PS, TM) to represent spatiotemporal data in XML as a triangle, which can represent spatiotemporal attributes well without changing the tree structure of XML. Based on this data model, an effective algorithm to match the desired twigs is proposed after extending Dewey code to mark spatiotemporal. The algorithm TwigSPFast reduces cost of time and space by sorting leaf query nodes and filtering leaf nodes that don't match query path in XML, so, algorithm TwigSPFast is optimal in time complexity and space complexity.
The next work we will do is to query fuzzy spatiotemporal XML data based on a good spatiotemporal XML data model and improve the efficiency of query algorithm.
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